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This business practice describes the process to execute a long-term Transmission Service Agreement 

with LADWP.  

The customer must submit a Transmission Service Request (TSR) on the OASIS with a duration of a “term 

greater than one (1) year” as defined in Section 1.20 of the Tariff.  The maximum term in accordance 

with Section 2, shall be limited to three years pursuant to Section 5.1. 

Within three (3) business days of submitting the TSR, LADWP must receive from the customer a written 

application for transmission service with a $3,500 non-refundable processing fee,  and a deposit of one 

month charge of the reserved capacity.  

All written applications for long-term transmission service must be submitted to: 

Attention: Manager of Power Contracts  

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 

111 N. Hope Street, Room 1246 

Los Angeles, CA 90012  

The TSR must be submitted at least sixty (60) days but no greater than three (3) years in advance of the 

calendar month in which service is to commence. 

The written application must contain the following details to be deemed complete: 

 The identity, address, telephone number, electronic mail address, and facsimile number of the 

entity requesting service; 

 A statement that the entity requesting service is, or will be upon commencement of service, an 

Eligible Customer under the Tariff; 

 The location of the Point(s) of Receipt and Point(s) of Delivery and the identities of the  

delivering Parties and the Receiving Parties; 

 The location of the generating facility(ies) supplying the capacity and energy and the location of 

the load ultimately served by the capacity and energy transmitted. The Transmission Provider 

will treat this information as confidential except to the extent that disclosure of this information 

is required by this Tariff, by regulatory or judicial order, for reliability purposes pursuant to 

Good Utility Practice or pursuant to RTG transmission information sharing agreements. The 

Transmission Provider shall treat this information consistent with its Standards of Conduct 

posted on its OASIS website; 

 A description of the supply characteristics of the capacity and energy to be delivered; 
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 An estimate of the capacity and energy expected to be delivered to the Receiving Party; 

 The Service Commencement Date and the term of the requested Transmission Service; 

 The transmission capacity requested for each Point of Receipt and each Point of Delivery on the 

Transmission Provider's Transmission System; customers may combine their requests for service 

in order to satisfy the minimum transmission capacity requirement; 

 A statement indicating that, if the Eligible Customer submits a Pre-Confirmed Application, the 

Eligible Customer will execute a Service Agreement upon receipt of notification that the 

Transmission Provider can provide the requested Transmission Service; 

 A statement indicating which Ancillary Services the Eligible Customer will purchase from 

Transmission Provider. The Ancillary services are described in Schedule 1 through 6, and 

Schedule 9 and 10 of the OATT. In the event the Eligible Customer chooses to request approval 

from the transmission provider to self-supply any necessary 

Ancillary Services, the Eligible Customer must demonstrate capability of meeting NERC and 

WECC requirements and comply with the Transmission Provider’s Business Practices and 

procedures when acquiring all necessary Ancillary Services from another source; and 

 Any additional information required by the Transmission Provider’s planning process established 

in Attachment K. 

If the application, the deposit,  and the processing fee are not received within three (3) business days of 

the TSR submittal then the TSR will be deemed withdrawn and its status will be set to “Invalid”. 

Within thirty (30) days of receiving a completed written application and after LADWP has evaluated the 

TSR and determines that ATC is sufficient; LADWP will provide a Transmission Service Agreement for the 

customer to execute, which the customer must execute and return within fifteen (15) days.  If the TSR is 

not pre-confirmed, and after LADWP changes the TSR status to “ACCEPTED” or “COUNTEROFFER”, the 

customer will need to change the TSR status to “CONFIRMED” no later than day thirteen (13), prior to 

LADWP receiving the customer-executed Transmission Service Agreement by the fifteen (15) day 

deadline. Once the customer sets the TSR status to “CONFIRMED”, the TSR is binding.  After LADWP is in 

receipt of the customer-executed Transmission Service Agreement prior to the fifteen (15) day deadline, 

and the TSR is in the “Confirmed” status, the service may start, subject to the final approval by LADWP’s 

General Manager.    

If the customer does not return a customer-executed Transmission Service Agreement within fifteen 

(15) days of the date tendered then LADWP will deem the TSR to be withdrawn and will terminate the 

application for service. The TSR status will be set to “Retracted” and the one-month deposit for reserved 

capacity will be returned to the customer. However, the $3,500 non-refundable processing fee will be 

retained.   
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If LADWP determines there is  insufficient ATC to fulfill the TSR, then LADWP may counteroffer by 

providing notification to the customer with the following options on a per case basis: 

 Counteroffer of Partial Service Transmission 

 Offer a Conditional Firm service to take transmission on specified curtailment terms. 

 Perform a System Impact Study (SIS) 

If within 15 days of receipt of the notification, if the customer opts not to choose any of these options 

then LADWP will deem the TSR to be withdrawn, the TSR status will be set to “Retracted”, and the one-

month deposit for reserved capacity will be returned to the customer.  The $3,500 non-refundable 

processing fee will be retained. 

Offering Partial Service Transmission 

If LADWP is unable to offer the full capacity for the term of the TSR, LADWP will provide the customer 

with the option of taking Partial Service Transmission. If the customer decides to choose the Partial 

Service Transmission option then LADWP will update the TSR with the respective capacity and/or term 

and change the status of the TSR to “COUNTEROFFER” and provide the customer with a Transmission 

Service Agreement detailing the Partial Service Transmission offering. The customer will have to execute 

and return the executed Transmission Service Agreement within fifteen (15) days. The customer will 

need to change the TSR status to “CONFIRMED” no later than day thirteen (13), prior to LADWP 

receiving the customer-executed Transmission Service Agreement by the fifteen (15) day deadline. If the 

customer does not accept the Partial Service Transmission option then the customer has the option to 

have a SIS performed by LADWP. If the customer decides not to pursue the long term request any 

further then the customer must change the TSR status to “WITHDRAWN”.  LADWP will only return the 

one-month deposit for reserved capacity to the customer. 

Offering Conditional Firm Service 

LADWP will provide the customer with the option of taking the transmission as a Conditional Firm 

Service under specified curtailment terms. If the customer decides to choose the Conditional Firm 

service option then LADWP will update the TSR with the specified capacity terms and change the status 

of the TSR to “COUNTEROFFER” and provide the customer with a Transmission Service Agreement 

detailing the Conditional Firm service. The customer will have to execute and return the executed 

Transmission Service Agreement within fifteen (15) days. The customer will need to change the TSR 

status to “CONFIRMED” no later than day thirteen (13), prior to LADWP receiving the customer-

executed Transmission Service Agreement by the fifteen (15) day deadline. If the customer does not 

accept the Conditional Firm Service terms then the customer has the option to have a SIS performed by 

LADWP. If the customer decides not to pursue the long term request any further then the customer 
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must change the TSR status to “WITHDRAWN”.  LADWP will  return the one-month deposit without 

interest for reserved capacity to the customer. The processing fee of $3500 is non-refundable.  

Offering System Impact Study 

If the customer opts to have a SIS performed then LADWP will change the TSR status to “STUDY” and will 

provide the customer with a SIS Agreement within fifteen (15) days of receiving the request for a SIS 

from the customer.  The customer shall be responsible for all costs incurred by LADWP in performing the 

SIS. The customer will have fifteen (15) days to execute and return the SIS Agreement with a $50,000 

study deposit otherwise the TSR will be deemed withdrawn and its status will be set to “Retracted”. 

LADWP will only return the one-month deposit for reserved capacity to the customer. 

Upon receipt of an executed System Impact Study Agreement within the time prescribed in Section 19.2 

of the OATT, LADWP will use due diligence to complete the SIS within a sixty (60) day period. In the 

event that LADWP is unable to complete the SIS within this timeframe, LADWP shall notify the customer 

and provide an estimated completion date along with an explanation of the reasons why additional time 

is required to complete the SIS. Upon completion of the SIS LADWP may provide notification to the 

customer with the following options on a per case basis: 

 Offer a Conditional Firm service to take transmission on specified curtailment terms. 

 Perform a Facilities Study (FS) 

Within fifteen (15) days of receiving this notification the customer must elect to either accept 

Conditional Firm service, if offered, or to continue with a Facilities Study.  If Conditional Firm service is 

offered and the customer elects the Conditional Firm service to take transmission on specified 

curtailment terms then LADWP will provide the customer with a Transmission Service Agreement 

containing those terms.  The customer must execute and return the Transmission Service Agreement to 

LADWP within fifteen (15) days of receiving the Transmission Service Agreement otherwise the request 

will be deemed withdrawn and the TSR status will be set to “Retracted”. LADWP will only return the 

one-month deposit for reserved capacity to the customer. 

Offering Facilities Study 

If a SIS indicates that a Facilities Study is required then LADWP will provide the customer with a Facilities 

Study Agreement within thirty (30) days of the completion of a SIS report. The customer will be 

responsible for all costs incurred by LADWP in performing the Facilities Study. The customer will have 

fifteen (15) days to execute and return the Facilities Study Agreement with a $75,000 study deposit 

otherwise the TSR will be deemed withdrawn and its status will be set to “Retracted”. LADWP will only 

return the one month deposit for reserved capacity to the customer. 

Upon receipt of an executed Facilities Study Agreement, LADWP will use due diligence to complete the 

Facilities Study within a sixty (60) day period.  If LADWP is unable to complete the Facilities Study in the 
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allotted time period, LADWP shall notify the customer and provide an estimate of the time needed to 

reach a final determination along with an explanation of the reasons that additional time is required to 

complete the study. Within fifteen (15) days of completion of the Facilities Study report LADWP will 

provide the customer with a Transmission Service Agreement. The customer will be required to pay for 

the improvements identified in the Facilities Study.  The customer will have to execute and return the 

signed Transmission Service Agreement and provide a letter of credit or other form of security deposit 

to LADWP within fifteen (15) days. Otherwise the request will be deemed withdrawn and the TSR status 

will be set to “Retracted”. LADWP will only return the one month deposit for reserved capacity to the 

customer. 

The customer-executed long-term Transmission Service Agreements must be approved by the LADWP 

General Manager to be considered fully executed by LADWP.  When the Transmission Service 

Agreement is fully executed, LADWP will return a set of the executed agreement to the customer. After 

the expiration date of the agreement, the one month deposit will be returned to the customer.     
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